CHS FALL 22 RESEARCH REPORT
NEW SPONSORED AWARDS: 8/1/22 - 11/30/22

LSAMP BRIDGE TO THE DOCTORATE
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
DR. WILLIAM ROBERTSON, CO-PI
$1,075,000

FAMILY CENTER EDUCATION INITIATIVE
WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS BORDERPLEX
DR. EVA MOYA
$50,000

POST-BAC RESEARCH FOR LSAMP STUDENTS
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
DR. WILLIAM ROBERTSON, CO-PI
$713,241
UTEP DIABETES AWARENESS EDUCATION TRAINING PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY OUTREACH

PASO DEL NORTE HEALTH FOUNDATION

$33,790

DR. MARIA DUARTE-GARDEA, DR. WILLIAM ROBERTSON, CYNTHIA WITTENBURG, DR. XIMENA MONZON